Reorganisation of MDT

MT

6 Feb 56
Capt Smith/603

1. Request that announcement be made of the reorganisation and realignment of functions within MDT. This action should be effective 6 Feb 56.

a. The office of the Assistant for Systems Management is inactivated and the personnel and functions are transferred as indicated below.

b. The office of the W-107A Control Group is inactivated and personnel and functions are transferred as indicated below.

c. The office of the WD-315A Control Group is inactivated and personnel and functions are transferred as indicated below.

d. The Programs and Procedures Group is relieved from assigned to the Assistant for Systems Management and is assigned to the Deputy Commander, Technical Operations. (New Organisational Symbol MDT)

e. There is established the office of "Assistant for Weapons System 107A-1" (MDT) and Colonel OCEO J. GLASHER, is appointed as the Assistant and Lieutenant Colonel JOSEPH D. HICK, Jr as the Deputy Assistant.

f. There is established the office of "Assistant for Weapons System 107A-2" (MDT) and Colonel BENJAMIN F. BLASHFORD is appointed as the Assistant and Lieutenant Colonel OCEO C. LISFORD as the Deputy Assistant.

g. There is established the office of "Assistant for Weapons System 315A" (MDT) and Colonel HAROLD W. GREENE is appointed as the Acting Assistant and Commander RObERT O. THOM as the Deputy Assistant.

h. There is established the office of "Assistant for Weapons System 117L" (MDT) and Colonel OCEO J. GLASHER is appointed as the Acting Assistant and Commander RObERT O. THOM as the Acting Deputy Assistant.

2. Concurrent with the changes indicated above, the organization, organizational titles and symbols are redesignated as indicated on Enclosures 1 and 2.

CHARLES E. TERRHUNE, JR
Colonel, USAF
Deputy Commander,
Technical Operations
Assignment of Office Symbols for WDT

WDSSA

WDTX

23 Jan 56
Capt. Smith/603

1. Request the following office symbols be authorized and published:

Deputy Commander, Technical Operations - WDT
Assistant Deputy Commander, Technical Operations - WDTED
Executive Officer, Technical Operations - WDTX
Programs & Procedures Group - WDTO
Programs Control Room Branch - WDTDC
Procurement & Procedures Branch - WDTOP
Programs Branch - WDTOO
Facilities and Equipment Group - WDTF
Facilities Branch - WDTFF
Equipment Branch - WDTFE
Field Test Group - WDTT
WS-107A-1 Test Branch - WDTTC
WS-107A-2 Test Branch - WDTTM
WS-315A Test Branch - WDTED

HADC Project Office - WDTH
AFFTC Project Office - WDTK
AFMC Project Office - WDTM
Assistant for Weapons System 107A-1 - WDTA
Assistant for Weapons System 107A-2 - WDTB
Assistant for Weapons Systems 315A - WDT2
Assistant for Weapons System 117L - WDT8
Subj: Assignment of Office Symbols for NDZ

Airframe and Armament Group ——— NDCA
Airframe Branch ——— NDAA
Armament Branch ——— NDAAW
Hypersonics Design Branch ——— NDTR
Guidance and Control Group ——— NDUG
          HS-107A-1 Branch ——— NDUGC
          HS-107A-2 Branch ——— NDUGM
          HS-115A Branch ——— NDUGD
Intersat Projects Branch ——— NDUGI
Propulsion Group ——— NDGP

VERMOL L. SMITH
Captain, USAF
Executive Officer
Technical Operations